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Important topic

• Medium-term fiscal plans have a special 
role in EU fiscal surveillance

• Focus of attention of the European 
Commission and the ECB
– Public Finances in EMU 2007 report
– ECB Working Paper 843, December 2007



Contribution of the paper

• This work in progress adds to the 
extensive research on the effect of fiscal 
rules and budgetary institutions

• Extends the literature on fiscal projection 
errors by:
– Increasing the sample size
– Considering revenues and spending, in 

addition to real GDP growth and the balance



Key assumptions

• Fiscal projection errors can be decomposed 
into a discretionary and endogenous elements

• Degree of delegation and the strength of fiscal 
rules can be captured by one-zero dummies

Implication of data  - Fiscal rules tend to be 
weaker for governments operating under 
delegation ( issue I will return to)



Main results

• With contracts and strong rules
- cautious projecting growth, revenues and 

balances
- use the buffer to stick to the rules

• Delegation governments tend to be overly 
optimistic but find it easier to adjust when 
projection errors materialize



Interpretation issues
• What underlies the specification of the various 

panel regressions in Tables 3-8?
• How can one interpret the discretionary part of a 

fiscal projection error if the projection for real 
GDP growth itself is manipulated (to conceal 
true fiscal policy intentions)?

• How are stock-flow adjustments aimed at hiding 
deficits dealt with?

• How does the degree of decentralization/fiscal 
federalism matter? (fiscal variables are for 
general government)



Robustness checks of the country 
classifications

• Continuum of delegation and fiscal rules 
indices in addition to dummies

• Alternative weighting schemes for the 
indices (more weight could be placed on 
macro-fiscal dimensions of fiscal rules)

• Alternative dataset: EC’s indices of fiscal 
institutions and rules



What are the relevant data for regressions run from ’98 to ‘04?

Delegation Indices 2004

von Hagen '04   
1/ rank

current paper   
2/

GBR 0.9 1 1
FRA 0.8 2 1
IRL 0.8 2

GRC 0.7 4 1
ITA 0.7 4 1

SWE 0.7 4
AUT 0.6 7 1
ESP 0.6 7 1
GER 0.6 7 1
DNK 0.6 7
LUX 0.6 7
PRT 0.6 7
BEL 0.5 13
FIN 0.5 13
NLD 0.5 13

implies that delegation ranking from von Hagen 04 is different from the one used for current paper
implies that delegation ranking from von Hagen 04 is marginally different from current paper

1/ Data from von Hagen et al. 2007 paper for '04 only
2/ Data from von Hagen et al. 2007 paper, but weighting scheme is unknown



In addition to issue raised earlier about ‘relevant data for 98-04 regressions—
note large difference between EC and von Hagen’s data

Rules Indices 2004/05

EC '05 EC rank
von Hagen 

'04   1/ 04 rank
current 

paper  2/
LUX 2.23 1 1.0 1 1
GBR 2.12 2 0.8 8 1
NLD 2.12 2 0.9 3 1
DNK 2.01 4 0.8 8
FIN 1.93 5 0.9 3
ESP 1.86 6 0.8 8
SWE 1.60 7 0.9 3
GER 1.30 8 0.9 3
BEL 0.49 9 1.0 1 1
FRA 0.34 10 0.8 8
ITA 0.30 11 0.8 8
AUT 0.27 12 0.8 8
PRT -0.46 13 0.9 3 1
IRL -0.55 14 0.8 8 1

GRC -0.84 15 0.8 8

implies that rules ranking from von Hagen 04 is different than that used for current paper
implies that rules ranking from EC 05 is different than that used for current paper

1/ Data from von Hagen et al. 2007 paper but the data are for '04
2/ Data from von Hagen's 2006 paper but the data are for '01



Econometric issues

Some econometric issues - communicated 
bilaterally

• Absence of conventional specification tests 
• Error in variables (measurement error of dependent 

variable, dependent variable based on estimates in 
Tables 7 and 8) 

• Simultaneity and correlation of error terms across 
equations

• Robustness to changes in sample or definition of 
dummies 



Conclusion

• New insights into an interesting and 
important research question

• Further efforts 
– check the robustness of the results
– clarify their interpretation
– address some econometric problems
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